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Important Editorial Analysis: 

Reining in overreach: 

 The Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC), through four different 

communiqués this week, has altered the enforcement processes for tax evaders in both 

customs as well as Goods and Services Tax (GST) matters.  

 First, it significantly raised the monetary thresholds for initiating prosecutions and arrests 

under the Customs Act. Separately, the board laid down elaborate guidelines for GST officials 

before they exercise their powers to arrest and issue summons under the central GST law.  

 While such norms were laid down for legacy laws governing taxes such as central excise, that 

are now subsumed into the GST, CBIC felt the need to issue fresh guidelines. The summons 

checklist, for instance, takes note of routine issuance of summons to top officials of firms 

even for procuring records available on the GST portal, and specifies that CXOs and MDs of 

any firm must not ‘generally’ be summoned in the first instance, but only when their 

involvement in tax evasion is clearly indicated.  

 An approval process that requires officers to record reasons for issuing summons has been 

mooted to ensure that the power is exercised judiciously, even as they have been advised to 

consider where simple letters may suffice.  
 The norms spelt out for arrest and bail for GST offences, that stem from a Supreme Court 

judgment, are far more exhaustive and aimed at preventing ‘routine and mechanical’ arrests. 

The pre-requisites laid out before an arrest include the availability of credible evidence of 

wrongdoing as a starting point.  

 However, approvals to arrest would hinge on whether the intent to evade tax or wrongfully 

avail tax benefits is evident and mens rea or guilty mind is palpable. Mere disagreements on 

interpreting a tax levy should not result in an arrest, the Board has said, underlining that the 

power to arrest must be exercised carefully as it impinges on personal liberty.  

 Although the CBIC took a year to respond to the apex court’s conclusion that an arrest must 

not be made just because it can be made, its latest diktats will assuage discomfort among GST 

payers about tax terror of a new variety.  

 While the GST Council will continue to navigate the remaining clean-up of exemptions and 

inverted duty structures and revamp of the messy multiple tax rates with an eye on ramping 

up revenues from the still-evolving tax regime, easing its compliance hassles is equally 

critical.  

 Taxpayers and officials can always differ on what the fine print means, and oversights or 

mistakes may crop up in filings that may not necessarily be mala fide. Distinguishing these 

from genuinely evasive ploys of a few taxpayers, and following a well-reasoned process to 

prosecute those who err by design, will go a long way in making the GST a truly Good and 

Simple Tax for businesses rather than a fresh fear factor to fret over. 

Control, alter: 
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 The BJP has reconstituted its 11-member Parliamentary Board and the 15-member Central 

Election Committee this week and they are likely to remain in charge well into the 2024 

general election. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s grip over party matters is absolute and the 

reconstitution of these apex bodies hardly alters that fact.  

 In that sense, nothing fundamentally changes, and the changes reinforce the trend of Mr. 

Modi’s expanding footprint in the party’s remaking. Senior leader Nitin Gadkari, a former 

party president, and Madhya Pradesh CM Shivraj Singh Chouhan have lost their 

Parliamentary Board seats, while the new icon of the Hindutva camp, U.P. CM Yogi 

Adityanath, has not found a place.  

 The former Karnataka CM, B.S. Yediyurappa, who holds sway over the Lingayat community 

and is crucial in electoral calculations in Karnataka has been brought back into the power 

structure, a year after he was asked to resign as Chief Minister.  

 By inducting him into both bodies, the central leadership has conceded his indispensability. 

Also notable is the BJP’s agility to redeploy resources according to changing situations — 

Sarbananda Sonowal, a tribal face in Assam who was replaced as Chief Minister, is now in 

the Parliamentary Board. He is also a Union Minister.  
 BJP OBC Morcha head and Rajya Sabha MP K. Laxman from Telangana and Lok Sabha MP 

Sudha Yadav from Haryana are expected to be the party’s links to relatively new 

constituencies. Iqbal Singh Lalpura has become the first Sikh to be inducted into the 

Parliamentary Board, while Shahnawaz Hussain has been dropped from the CEC.  

 Mr. Modi is particular about staying in complete control, but he recruits and deploys a diverse 

legion in his support. The BJP under him has achieved a balance between a disciplined central 

command and the autonomy of individual leaders who are in charge of particular tasks. While 

only a few of them have the capacity of Mr. Yediyurappa to bargain with the party, they do 

strengthen the relentless social engineering pursuits of the BJP.  

 The party has the capacity to be flexible and can even reverse its decisions to manage its 

electoral prospects, as Mr. Yediyurappa’s rehabilitation shows. The dislodging of Mr. 

Gadkari, who has maintained an image of relative autonomy as Minister and a party leader, 

on the other hand, can be interpreted as a stern demand for absolute loyalty.  

 That too is a sign of the changing relationship between Mr. Modi and the RSS, the mother 

ship of the Sangh Parivar that includes the BJP. Mr. Gadkari is said to be a favourite of the 

RSS, which no longer holds the same sway over the BJP as it used to.  

 Mr. Gadkari’s exclusion also coincides with the inclusion of another Brahmin from 

Maharashtra, Devendra Fadnavis, in the CEC. The reconstituted Parliamentary Board and 

CEC of the BJP signal dynamism and tight control at the same time. 

 

Akshay Urja Diwas : 20 August: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 Akshay Urja Diwas or the Renewable Energy Day is observed on August 20 each year . It 

raises awareness about the developments related to the adoption of renewable energy in India 

.  
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 The day was established in 2004 with the goal of supporting renewable energy 

development programs and promoting their usage instead of using traditional sources of 

energy . 

 

78th birth anniversary of Rajiv Gandhi : 20 

August: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 20 August 2022 marked the 78th birth anniversary of former PM Rajiv Gandhi . Rajiv Gandhi 

was the sixth Prime Minister of India , serving from 1984 to 1989 . He became the youngest 

PM of India at the age of 40 .  

 While campaigning for the elections , he was assassinated by a suicide bomber in 1991 . 

In 1991 , the Indian government posthumously awarded him the Bharat Ratna. 
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CPA: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 An Indian Parliamentary delegation led by Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla will be 

attending the 65th Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference ( CPA ) at Halifax in 

Canada . This conference is scheduled to be held from 20-26 August 2022 .  

 The Conference will also be attended by 23 Presiding Officers and 16 Secretaries from State 

Legislatures from India who are also members of CPA . 
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Portal-NIDAAN: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 A first - of - its kind database of arrested narcotics offenders has been made operational for 

use by various central and state prosecution agencies .  

 The portal - NIDAAN or the National Integrated Database on Arrested Narco - offenders - 

has been developed by the Narcotics Control Bureau ( NCB ) .  

 The NIDAAN platform sources its data from the ICJS ( inter - operable criminal justice 

system ) . 
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' Pitch Black 2022”: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 An Indian Air Force ( IAF ) contingent on 19 August reached Australia to participate in 

Exercise ' Pitch Black 2022. ' . This exercise is scheduled to be held from 19 Aug to 08 Sep 

2022 in Australia's Darwin . 

 It is a biennial , multi - national exercise hosted by the Royal Australian Air Force . The 

IAF contingent , led by Group Captain YPS Negi , comprises over 100 air warriors in this 

exercise. 

 

‘Pro-Dahi-Handi’: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 Maharashtra CM Eknath Shinde has announced that ' Dahi - Handi ' will now be recognised 

as an official sport in the state . The government will introduce " Pro - Dahi - Handi " 

competitions in the state .  

 The ' Govindas ' will also get jobs under the sports category apart from Rs 10 lakh 

insurance cover . " Dahi Handi " is a popular event in the state , associated with Lord 

Krishna's birthday , Janmashtami. 
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Pravasi Bhartya Divas: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 The 17th Pravasi Bhartiya Divas ( PBD ) will be held at Indore in January 2023 . It is 

celebrated every year on 9th January to mark the contribution of the overseas Indian 

community in the development of India .  

 It also commemorates the return of Mahatma Gandhi from South Africa to India on 9 

January 1915 . 16th PBD ( 2021 ) Chief Guest : Chandrikapersad Santokhi , President 

of Suriname. 
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Indian Railway Catering & Tourism Corporation & 

BSF: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 The Border Security Force ( BSF ) has signed an MoU with the Indian Railway Catering & 

Tourism Corporation ( IRCTC ) . It has been signed to ensure the safety & security of 

booking data under IRCTC's air e - ticket service for the troops of BSF . 

  This service will provide a dedicated online portal with a credit facility of 60 days . BSF 

Director General : Pankaj Singh. IRCTC Chairman : Rajni Hasija. 

 

 

World Mosquito Day : 20 August: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 
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 Every year , World Mosquito Day is observed on 20 August . This day is observed to mark 

the historic discovery by British doctor Sir Ronald Ross in 1897 that malaria is transmitted 

between humans by female Anopheline mosquitoes .  

 He was awarded the Nobel Prize for Medicine for his work on malaria in 1902 . 2022 Theme 

: " Harness innovation to reduce the malaria disease burden and save lives . 

 

World Photography Day : 19 August: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 World Photography Day is celebrated on August 19 every year with the aim to pay homage to 

photographers who contributed to the field of photography . 

 Two Frenchmen Louis Daguerre and Joseph Nicephore Niepce developed the first 

photographic process in the year 1837 .  

 This process was called ' Daguerreotype '. World Photography Day 2022 theme : " 

Pandemic Lockdown through the lens ". 
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